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Introduction 
In constructing topologically the real line interval from the rationals 
by means of Dedekind cuts, one fills up, roughly speaking, each of the 
gaps between the rationals with one point, moreover adding the points 
- oo and + oo. By a similar procedure one obtains the real line interval 
if one starts with the irrational numbers. If, in the latter case, one fills 
up the gaps between the irrationals with two points, then, adding the 
points - oo and + oo, one obtains the Cantor set- which is a homogeneous 
compact ordered space (a topological space X is called homogeneous, 
if for all p, q EX there exists an autohomeomorphism cp of X, such that 
cp(p)=q). Similarly, one obtains a (distinct) homogeneous compact 
ordered space if one uses two points for filling up the gaps between the 
rationals. Moreover, if all real numbers of the unit interval [0, l] (except 
for the end points) are split up into two points (a left hand point and a 
right hand one), and the obtained set is topologized linearly, then one 
obtains a third homogeneous compact ordered space (the Urysohn space; 
cf. ALEXANDROFF-URYSOHN [l ]). 
As professor de Groot-to whom the author is much indebted for 
stimulating discussions- pointed out, the results of this paper can be 
considered as generalizations of this construction principle. 
l. In the following all sets will be "linearly ordered topological spaces", 
i.e. linearly ordered sets X, in which a topology is defined by means of 
the subbase consisting of all sets of the form {xlx<a} and {xlx> b}(a, bE X). 
A compact ordered space will be called a "cor". 
2. If fl is an ordinal number, then the lexicographically ordered set 
of all (transfinite) sequences (xi)i<t" where Xi=O or Xi= l, will be denoted 
by Z~'·Z11 is a zero-dimensional cor. 
By Z~ we mean the space which is obtained from Z~' by identifying 
a and b for all neighbours a and b (a and b, a>b, are called "neighbours" 
if {xla<x<b}=0). 
z; is a connected cor. 
If fl is a limit ordinal, then we denote by Z~H the space which is obtained 
from zp,+l by removing the isolated points. z~+l can also be considered 
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as being obtained from the lexicographically ordered product z;. {0, 1} by 
removing the (two) isolated points. Actually this will be the way in which 
we understand z~+l in the following. 
It is clear that z~+l is a zero-dimensional cor. 
3. In [2] it was proved that Zwa, lex! ~No, and z:+l are homogeneous. 
This was done by observing that all clopen intervals (i.e. intervals which 
are both open and closed) are similar to the entire space ( [2], ch II, th 4, 5). 
Xow it is immediately seen, from [2], ch II, th 9, that the same argument 
holds for z:"'+l' lex!~ No. 
Thus we can take together the results in the following theorem. 
Theorem I. If lex! ~No, then Zw"' and z:"'+l are homogeneous. 
If O(X) denotes the "splitting degree" of a cor X, as defined in [2], 
then we have 
and consequently all spaces Z"'"' Z~"'+1 are different, according to [2], 
ch I, th 9, corollary. 
Remark. Since Zw is (homeomorphic to) the Cantor set, and since 
z:+l is (homeomorphic to) the Urysohn space (i.e. the lexicographically 
ordered product I. {0, I}-where I denotes the real line segment- with 
the first and last, isolated, elements removed), we may consider Zw" and 
Z~"'+1 as generalizations of the Cantor set and the Urysohn space, res-
pectively. 
4. Let lex!~ No. Let Y w"'H be the space which is obtained from z:"+l 
by identifying (a, 0) and (a, I) for all a E z:IX of the form 
a = aoa1 . . . 0 I I I I . . = aoa1 . . . I 0 0 0 0 . 
Yw"H is a zero-dimensional cor. 
Remark. Yw+l is homeomorphic to the Urysohn space in which (r, 0) 
and (r, I) are identified for all rational r. 
Theorem 2. Yw"+l is homogeneous. 
Proof. Since clearly every clopen interval of Yw"'+l is similar to 
r'""+l the proof is completely analogous to the proof of [2], ch II, th 5. 
Now the question arises if Yw"+l is homeomorphic to one of the homo-
geneous cors, which are obtained already before. Since 8(Yw"+ 1 )=w"+I, 
the only possibility would be that Y w"+l is homeomorphic to the space 
z~"+l· 
However, we have 
Theorem 3. Let lex! ~No· Then Yw"H is not homeomorphic to Z~"'H· 
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Proof. Suppose there exists a homeomorphism cp of Yw"+l onto Z~"+1 
(i) Let D be the set of all elements a E Z!" of the form 
a= aoa1 . . . 0 1 1 1 1 . . . = aoa1 . . . 1 0 0 0 0 . 
and let N be the subset of Yw"+l consisting of all elements (a, O)=(a, 1) 
for a ED. Obviously N is dense in Yw"H· 
(ii) In any non-empty interval U of Y w"+l there exist points r and s 
of which at least one belongs to N, and such that cp(r) and cp(s) are 
neighbours in z~"+l' 
For, let V be any non-empty clopen interval. If the assertion does not 
hold for V, then select any sequence (rn)n<w of points belonging to V ('I N. 
If tn is the neighbour of cp(rn) in Z~"+1 (all n < w ), then certainly cp-1(tn) 
does not belong to V. It follows that the sets {cp(rn)}n<w and {tn}n<w 
have the same accumulation points, whereas the sets {rn}n<w and {cp-1(tn)}n<w 
have not. This is a contradiction. Since any non-empty interval U in 
Y w"+l contains a non-empty clopen interval V, the assertion follows. 
(iii) For all v<w", let Vv be defined as the family of all open intervals 
in Yw"+l of the form 
a a 
...,.....--.... ...,.....--.... 
V~l={xJaoal . .. 0 0 0 0 ... <x<aoal . .. 1111 ... . }, a EZ. 
We shall now define by induction in the following way a sequence of 
pairs (rt, Bt) (ri, Bt E Yw"+l' rt<Bt; all i<w) of which at least one of the 
elements belongs to N and for which cp(rt) and cp(st) are neighbours in 
Z~"+1· Choose any pair (ro, so) with the required properties in Vo. Now 
suppose that pairs (rt, Bt) with the required properties have been defined 
for i5,j. It is clear that the open interval {xJr,<x<sJ} is non-empty. 
Then, let 'Pj be the least index for which there is an interval V):;l (a E z, .. ) 
1 
between Tj and Bj, say V~~~ , and choose a pair (rj+b Bj+l) with the required 
properties in the interval V~~~:l . Next, let 
then define a E Z!" by 
aJv,=a<J> for j<w 
A= sup 'PJ 
i<w 
a,.= 1 for each limit ordinal n, A5,n<w 
a11 =0 for each non-limit ordinal p,,A<p,<w". 
Then it is clear that a¢ D, and consequently (a, 0) =1= (a, 1). 
Now we have rt<(a, O)<(a, 1)<Bt for all i<w. 
From this it follows that the two sets {rt}i<w and {st}i<w have distinct 
accumulation points. 
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However, clearly the sets {<p(rt)}i<w and {<p(si)}i<w have the same accu-
mulation points. 
This is a contradiction. 
The theorem follows. 
Corollary. If B(X) denotes the boolean algebra of open-and-closed 
subsets of the zero-dimensional compact Hausdorff space X, then each 
boolean algebra of the set M = {B(Z00a), B(Z~"'+I), B(Yw"'+I)}x<f.l is alge-
braically homogeneous [a boolean algebra B is called algebraically 
homogeneous if for all p, q E B(p, q i= 0, l) there exists an automorphism 
f of B, such that f(p)=q], while moreover no two members of the set M 
are isomorphic. 
Proof: That no two members of M are isomorphic follows from 
the previous theorems, and that all members of M are algebraically 
homogeneous follows from the fact that in each of the spaces Z"'"'' 
z:"'+l• Yw"'+I every non-empty open-and-closed subset is similar to the 
entire space. 
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